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Pro Apache Log4j, Second EditionApress, 2005
In development scenarios where things can't be run in a debugger, or when you run the risk of masking the problem, logs are the greatest source of information about running a program. Pro Apache Log4j, Second Edition</i> provides best practices guidelines and comprehensive coverage of the most recent release.
Step by step, the book...
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Expert Spring MVC and Web FlowApress, 2006
Ican still remember the time I first realized what the Spring Framework was and how it could
help me. I was tasked with building a web application that will register new businesses with
the local government, and being a Java shop this meant the standard set of frameworks at the
time: Struts, JavaServer Pages (JSP), and Hibernate....
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Java EE 8 Development with Eclipse: Develop, test, and troubleshoot Java Enterprise applications rapidly with Eclipse, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop and deploy fully functional applications and microservices utilising Tomcat, Glassfish servers, Cloud and docker in Java EE 8

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the complete workflow of developing enterprise Java applications
	
			Develop microservices with Docker Container and...
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Inside XSLTQue, 2001
Steve Holzner,award-winning author of the best-selling Inside XML,brings you a comprehensive and  easy-to-understand resource on XSLT. Not only will you master the XSLT 1.0  Recommendation, the XSLT 1.1 Working Draft, and the XSLT 2.0 Requirements, you  also get coverage of related specifications...
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JSP™ and XML Integrating XML and Web Services in Your JSP™ ApplicationAddison Wesley, 2002
The first Internet revolution was all about delivering information to people. We  are now in the second revolution, which focuses on delivering information to  systems. XML is the tool that makes this new revolution a reality, and Web  services are the methods by which businesses will drive system-to-system  communication. JSP(TM) and XML takes you...
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Struts 2 Design and Programming: A Tutorial (A Tutorial series)BrainySoftware, 2008
Offering both theoretical explanations and real-world applications, this in-depth guide covers the 2.0 version of Struts, revealing how to design, build, and improve Java-based Web applications within the Struts development framework. Feature functionality is explained in detail to help programmers choose the most appropriate...
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Core JSTL: Mastering the JSP™ Standard Tag LibraryPrentice Hall, 2002
Using JSTL, software developers and Web page authors can create  robust, flexible Web applications more quickly and easily than ever before. Now,  best-selling author and JSTL expert David Geary presents the definitive guide to  JSTL: its built-in tags, powerful expression language, and extensibility.  Through practical examples...
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Struts Fast Track: J2EE/JSP Framework: Practical Application with Database Access and Struts ExtensionBaseBeans Engineering, 2001
Learn solid practices in developing large, Struts-based web applications with MVC partitioning, database access, security, and content syndication, to name a few topics covered.
This book is not for the beginner programmer. It is recommended that you have a few years of web development and database development experience before attempting to...
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Java Server Programming Java EE 5 (J2EE 1.5) Black BookDreamtech Press, 2008
Many bookstores offer numerous choices of books on Java Server Programming; however, most of these books are intricate and complex to grasp. So, what are your chances of picking up the right one? If this question has been troubling you, be rest assured now! This book, Java Server Programming: Java EE 5 (J2EE 1.5) Black Book, Platinum Edition, is a...
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Java Servlet & JSP CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
With literally hundreds of examples and thousands of lines of code, the Java Servlet and JSP Cookbook yields tips and techniques that any Java web developer who uses JavaServer Pages or servlets will use every day, along with full-fledged solutions to significant web application development problems that developers...
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Java Data Access: JDBC, JNDI, and JAXPHungry Minds, 2001
This hands-on guide shows Java developers how to access data with the new 3.0 Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API, use LDAP-enabled directory services with Java Network Directory Services (JNDI), and manipulate XML data using Java APIs for XML Processing (JAXP).  Pick up this book to acquire the skills needed to effectively create Java...
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Java 2 Web Developer Certification Study Guide with CD-ROMSybex, 2002
The Sun Certified Web Component Developer exam is expected to gain quickly in popularity because of the strong impact of Java 2 Enterprise Edition in the marketplace. This Study Guide, aimed at experienced Java programmers, covers all enterprise-level topics comprising the objectives for the exam, including servlets, exception handling, session...
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